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What is ‘Multiple’ Remote Tower?
Jakobi (DLR) •  DATS Workshop > 11/02/2021
SESAR2020 PJ05, DLR Braunschweig
‘multiple mode of operation’ 
means the provision of ATS from one remote 
tower/remote tower module for two or more 
aerodromes at the same time 
(i.e. simultaneously);
EASA, Annex I to ED Decision 2019/004/R 
SESAR2020 PJ05, LFV, Sturup
Past ‘Multiple’ Research
SESAR P06.09.03 & 
P06.08.04 (2014)
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First DLR Multiple trials (2010)
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SESAR2020 Wave 1 (2016-2019)
PJ05 Remote Tower for Multiple Airports
WP2 Solution PJ.05-02
Multiple Remote Tower Module
WP3 Solution PJ.05-03 
RTC with Flexible Allocation of 
Aerodromes to MRTMs
Validation Set Up
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08:10:00 TAPUP7 A320 Vilnius (EYVI)   1733 4 13R   
08:12:00 4AITT C550 Vilnius (EYVI)   1516 R115 13R Landing 
08:08:00 TRA72Q B737 Rotterdam (EHRD) GILEP1D 1514 R110 13R   
08:09:00 WZZ5JO SF34 Timișoara (LRTR) ERLOS1D 2170 107 13R    
08:15:00 FIRE2 FIR1 Vilnius (EYVI)   2100 26   Support EIN8NM, Standby in TWY C 
08:23:00 EIN8NM A320 Vilnius (EYVI)   3772 108 13R Engine failure 
08:20:00 DLH4TN A320 Frankfurt (EDDF) BADOV1D 1515 2 13R Report debris during takeoff 
08:26:00 AIRSIDE1 FOL1 Vilnius (EYVI)   2101 26   FOD check on runway 
08:33:00 BRU888 SF34 Timișoara (LRTR) ERLOS1D 2174 R112 13R   
08:42:00 EWGAR2 SF34 Vilnius (EYVI)   3771 109 13R   
08:42:00 POIJP C550 Paris (CDG) (LFPG) GILEP1D 2203 R116 13R   
08:50:00 BMIA4B A321 Vilnius (EYVI)   1517 5 13R   
08:47:00 SWR337U A320 Zurich (LSZH) GILEP1D 2172 R114 13R   
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08:15:00 FINH7Y A319 Kaunas (EYKA)   3105 15 05R   
08:21:00 IFA7753 FA50 Kaunas (EYKA)   3107 2 05R   
08:35:00 BRU8925 CRJ2 Minsk (UMMS) PERIT5D 3104 14 05R   
08:45:00 YELLOW4 FOL1 Kaunas (EYKA)   3106 3   RWY check 
08:51:00 SASL7L MD83 Burgas (LBBG) NARKA5D 3110 1 05R   
08:57:00 TVL8LJ B738 Kaunas (EYKA)   3112 14 05R   
 
TIME CALLSIGN AC DESTINATION SID SQK STAND RWY REMARKS 






08:23:00 HB66C BE36 Palanga (EYPA)   3512 M2 34 Landing 
08:31:00 RYRK8G B738 Palanga (EYPA)   3506   34 Touch&Go 
08:35:00 ACEC8 P28A Palanga (EYPA)   3507     Crossing 
08:39:00 AZA943 A320 Palanga (EYPA)   3511 M1 34   
08:42:00 RYRK8G A320 Palanga (EYPA)   3506   34 Touch&Go 
08:40:00 GAF612 A320 Cologne (EDDK) BELED3D 3513 M3 34   
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Mid - Run








• open questions to:
• acceptance and
• recommendations for 
improvement
Safety Assessment
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Splitting & Merging
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BASELINE - 3 Airports 100% [Emergency]
SPLIT - 1 Airport 50% [Emergency]
SPLIT - 2 Airports 50%
I.S.A. Workload over the time
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BASELINE - 3 Airports 100%
SPLIT: 2 Airports 75%
SPLIT: 1 Airport 25%
Radio Transmission [duration]









RT sec per hour
3 airports = 30mov/h
Airport A = 50%
Airport B = 25%
Airport C = 25%
A+C 75%         
Overload
















A+C 75%         
Overload






3 airports = 30mov/h
Airport A = 50%
Airport B = 25%
Airport C = 25%
Myths to Multiple Remote Tower
• An ACTO is not able to work multiple
• Multiple needs new procedures
• Multiple only works with additional ground surveillance
• ATCOs do not like working multiple
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Be prepared for
the future !
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Jörn Jakobi (PJ05 Project Coordinator)
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Bandwidth
ca. 17 Mbit/s
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Supporting small airports using virtual reality - DLR Portal
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